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Energetics of Actively Powered
Locomotion Using the Simplest
Walking Model
We modified an irreducibly simple model of passive dynamic walking to walk on
ground, and used it to study the energetics of walking and the preferred relation
between speed and step length in humans. Powered walking was explored using
pulse applied at toe-off immediately before heel strike, and a torque applied on the s
leg. Although both methods can supply energy through mechanical work on the cen
mass, the toe-off impulse is four times less costly because it decreases the collision
heel strike. We also studied the use of a hip torque on the swing leg that tune
frequency but adds no propulsive energy to gait. This spring-like actuation can fu
reduce the collision loss at heel strike, improving walking energetics. An idealized m
yields a set of simple power laws relating the toe-off impulses and effective spring
stant to the speed and step length of the corresponding gait. Simulations incorpor
nonlinear equations of motion and more realistic inertial parameters show that th
power laws apply to more complex models as well.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1427703#
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1 Introduction
Human walking is a mechanically complex task that is powe

by the activity of numerous muscles. This complexity makes
difficult to discern what principles govern the cost of transpo
Simple models of walking have shown, however, that there
general principles that hold, such as the fact that the motion of
swing leg can be largely passive in nature, requiring little mus
activity ~e.g., Mochon and McMahon@1#!. Alexander@2# argues
that especially simple models can lead to powerful insights
garding the dynamics of walking and its associated energetic

A particularly parsimonious approach to the mechanics of wa
ing is to study the passive dynamic properties of both the sta
and swing legs together. McGeer@3# showed that a mechanism
with two legs can be constructed so as to descend a gentle s
with no actuation and no active control. The mechanical ene
consumption of such a mechanism is due primarily to the ene
lost as the swing leg impacts with ground at heel strike. This l
may be compensated for by gravity, or in the case of level gro
walking, by two general methods of actuation~as explained in
@3#!: One is to apply an impulsive push along the trailing le
preferably immediately before heel strike for minimal energe
cost. The other method is to apply a hip torque against the sta
leg, using the torso as a base.

A comparison of actuation methods for~quasi-! passive dy-
namic walking may yield insight regarding the mechanics of h
man walking. The passive nature of leg swing in McGeer’s@3#
model makes it clear where energy sinks occur and simplifies
analysis of energy input. A further advantage is gained by stu
ing an irreducibly simple two-link model proposed by Garc
et al. @4#, in which the inertia of the legs approaches zero relat
to that of a point mass pelvis. This model exhibits the same p
sive dynamic characteristics found in McGeer’s@3# more complex
models, but is more tractable from an analytical standpoint@5#.

We seek to adapt Garcia et al.’s@4# simplest walking model for
powered locomotion on level ground, using the methods of M
Geer@6# to actuate the stance leg. We then analytically comp
the energetics of toe-off vs. hip actuation. This is followed by
study of actuation of the swing leg, which can affect the ene
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losses that occur at heel strike. Finally, we compare the analy
approximations against numerical calculations using the~fully
nonlinear! irreducibly simple model as well as a more anthrop
morphic model.

2 The Powered Walking Model
We extend the simplest walking model of Garcia et al.@4# with

the addition of two types of actuation. The original model consi
of a point mass representing the pelvis and torso, and two m
less legs with a point mass at each foot~see Fig. 1~a!!. Kinematics
are described by stance leg angleu defined relative to the vertical
and the swing leg anglef defined relative to the stance leg. Ta
ing the limit as the ratio of the masses of each foot,m, to that of
the pelvis,M, approaches zero, the model becomes irreduc
simple while still maintaining a passively stable gait@4#. The first
type of actuation is that which adds energy to the center of m
and the stance leg. This is accomplished either by extending
leg at toe-off or by applying a torque between the torso and sta
leg. We will see that there are energetic advantages assoc
with a toe-off impulse, applied just before heel strike at the tra
ing foot and directed at the center of mass. This impulse appr
mates the extension of the human ankle and knee, triggere
activity of muscles such as the soleus and gactrocnemius,
prior to toe-off @7#. Impulses of this type were analyzed by Mc
Geer@3#, and are appropriate for walking on level ground or f
climbing slopes.

The second type of actuation is a hip torque between the sw
leg and either the torso or stance leg. Observations of hum
show a burst of hip extensor activity~e.g., hamstrings! at the end
of the swing phase, and a burst of hip flexor activity just af
toe-off. We model these bursts with a spring-like hip torque a
plied to the swing leg. Because the swing foot has negligible m
relative to the pelvis, this torque affects neither the motion of
stance leg nor the overall mechanical energy of the system.
describe this spring byk, the dimensionless torsional spring co
stant, normalized by body weight and leg length. Whenk50, the
natural frequency is equal to the pendulum frequency of the sw
leg alone. Although a spring might be thought to be an infer
model of bursts of hip muscle activity, it is straightforward
show that, for the simplest walking model, any gait produced w
a spring can be mapped directly to an equivalent gait produce
burst-like hip torques~see Appendix A!. In addition, all relevant
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Fig. 1 „a… Configuration variables for the simplest walking model of Gar-
cia et al. †4‡. „b… The velocities before toe-off, after toe-off, and after heel
strike „v cm

À , v cm
0 , and v cm

¿ , respectively … can be related by a simple geo-
metric diagram, yielding Eq. „10…. At the end of a step, the center of mass
has a velocity v cm

À that is perpendicular to the trailing leg. Immediately
before heel strike, a toe-off impulse P redirects the center of mass ve-
locity v cm

0 along a line parallel to the trailing leg. The heel strike impulse
then reduces the velocity to v cm

¿ , which is perpendicular to the leading
leg. The relatively low masses of the feet implies that each impulse can
be described by geometric projection along one of the legs. „c… Energy
relationships needed to sustain the same speed v as a function of toe-off
impulse magnitude, P. Energy must be supplied wholly by a hip torque
on the stance leg when PÄ0, but that quantity decreases linearly with
increasing P. The work done by toe-off increases quadratically with P
„Eq. 11…, and the energy lost at heel strike decreases quadratically. Dis-
counting the possibility of regeneration of negative work by the hip, the
least costly gait is achieved by providing all the energy with toe-off
„marked with asterisk ….
s
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variables associated with burst-like torques, such as peak mu
force and potential energy, are approximately proportional to
corresponding variables from the spring model.

The conservative spring model is employed for conceptual s
plicity, but is not meant to imply that actuation of the swing le
comes at no metabolic cost. The possible metabolic costs as
ated with swing leg actuation are explored in a separate paper@8#.

The following equations will be expressed in dimensionle
terms, using overall massM, leg lengthl, and timet,Al /g as
base units. Velocities will therefore be made dimensionless
factor Agl, equivalent to the square root of the Froude num
@9#. The equations of motion are derived by straightforward
tension of Garcia et al.@4#, with the addition of the hip spring:

ü~ t !2sinu~ t !50 (1)

f̈~ t !2 ü~ t !2 u̇2~ t !sinf~ t !1cosu~ t !sinf~ t !52kf~ t !. (2)
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To a second-order approximation, these equations may be lin
ized aboutu50, u̇50 to yield

ü~ t !2u~ t !50 (3)

f̈~ t !2 ü~ t !1v2f~ t !50, (4)

wherev is defined by

v,Ak11. (5)

A further simplification discovered by Garcia et al.@4# is that
with masses concentrated at the hip and feet, the boundary co
tions for the swing leg can be determined from the stance
alone. With initial valuesu~0!5a and u̇(0)5V, either set of dif-
ferential equations can be integrated forward in time, ending
heel strike when the swing leg comes in contact with the grou
when
Transactions of the ASME
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f~t!22u~t!50, (6)

where t is the step period. Following McGeer@3#, we neglect
scuffing of the foot during mid-swing, as that can be avoided w
an infinitesimal lifting of the foot.

The collision with ground is modeled as instantaneous and
fectly inelastic. McGeer@3# showed that the state following im
pact can be found using conservation of angular momentum
impulse–momentum equations, which Garcia et al.@4# applied to
the simplest walking model. Their equations are easily modifie
accommodate the toe-off impulseP applied to the stance foot an
directed at the center of mass~see Fig. 1~a!!. We apply the im-
pulse immediately before heel strike; it can also be applied af
wards, but the latter choice is more costly@6#. The jump condi-
tions are

F u

u̇
f

ḟ

G 1

5F 21 0 0 0

0 cos 2u 0 0

22 0 0 0

0 cos 2u~12cos 2u! 0 0

GF u

u̇
f

ḟ

G 2

1F 0
sin 2u

0
~12cos 2u!sin 2u

G P, (7)

where we have also switched the stance and swing legs for
beginning of the next step, and the superscripts ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘ 1’’
refer to the state immediately before impulse and after imp
respectively. The anglesu and f refer to configuration at timet
using the naming convention prior to impulse. The impulseP is
dimensionless with normalization factorMAgl.

In order for the walking cycle to be periodic, it is necessary
the composition of the preceding equations to yield a new se
initial conditions for a following step that are equal to the origin
conditions. The boundary conditions are

u1~t!5u~0!5a (8)

u̇1~t!5 u̇~0!5V. (9)

3 Mechanical Work on the Center of Mass and Stance
Leg

To achieve a steady gait on level ground it is necessary to
sufficient mechanical energy to the center of mass to overc
energetic losses incurred at heel strike. We are considering
methods: an impulse applied to the stance foot immediately be
heel strike, and a hip torque applied to the stance leg during si
support. McGeer@6# studied both cases; however, when applied
the simplest walking model the results are particularly insight

The toe-off impulseP causes an instantaneous increase in
vertical component of center of mass velocity, and the subseq
heel strike causes an instantaneous decrease. The l
momentum-impulse equation, withvcm referring to the magnitude
of the center of mass velocity~made dimensionless byAgl!, is

vcm
1 5vcm

2 cos 2a1Psin 2a. (10)

This equation is equivalent to the second row of Eq.~7!. The
mechanical work per step done by this toe-off impulse is

wtoe5
1
2 P2. (11)

A periodic cycle can be achieved either by using a toe-off i
pulse of sufficient magnitude, or by using any combination
toe-off impulse and a hip torque applied to the stance leg from
torso~as studied in@6#!. The primary requirement is that togethe
the toe-off and hip actuators provide sufficient energy to sus
steady gait. Without need to specify the exact time course of
hip torque, a simple energy balance shows that the net work
must be performed by the hip torque must therefore be
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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whip5
1
2 ~vcm

2 !22
1
2 ~vcm

1 !2

5
1
2 ~vcm

2 !22
1
2 ~vcm

2 cos 2a1P sin 2a!2. (12)

The total work performed is

wtoe1whip5
1
2 bP2 cos2 2a2P~vcm

2 sin 4a!1~vcm
2 !2 sin2 2a c.

(13)

This equation offers an analytical insight to powered walkin
Eq. ~13! is quadratic inP ~see Fig. 1~c!!, and assuming that powe
cannot be regenerated from heel strike, the total work is m
mized with P5vcm

2 tana, when the toe-off impulse is supplying
all of the energy. Comparing two extremes, using the hip alon
4 times more expensive than using toe-off alone. This is beca
hip powering increases the collision loss at heel strike, while t
off powering decreases this loss. Using small angle approxi
tions andv'vcm

2 , the mechanical energy cost per step is ab
whip52v2a2 for hip actuation andwtoe5

1
2v2a2 for toe-off actua-

tion. The cost per distance~denoted by upper case ‘‘W’’ ! is Whip

5v2a for hip actuation andWtoe5
1
4v2a for toe-off actuation.

Therefore, we find that the optimal strategy for powering t
simple walker is to apply toe-off actuation alone. The impu
must be applied immediately before heel strike in order to red
the collision—an impulse applied earlier in the step@6# suffers the
same disadvantage as hip actuation. Even if both toe-off and
actuation are used, as long as the energy supplied by each me
is kept in a fixed proportion, the energy consumed per unit d
tance is proportional tov2a. It is also equal to the energy diss
pated at heel strike~as long as the hip is not allowed to abso
energy!, and energetic cost per distance is lowest when toe
supplies all of the energy.

Whatever the method of actuation, powering the stance
alone does not guarantee the existence of a limit cycle subje
the constraints of passive walking. Fortunately, McGeer@6# dem-
onstrated both the existence and stability of a limit cycle, as is
case for the simplest walking model. Considering toe-off actuat
alone, analysis of limit cycles is aided by the use of the lineariz
equations of motion~3!–~4!, with the jump conditions~7! kept in
nonlinear form. Combining these equations with the bound
conditions~6!–~9!, we see thata, V, t, v andP must satisfy~see
Appendix B for details! the following equations:

S 2v211

v211 D ~et2e2t!~cosvt11!

1
1

~v211!v
~21et1e2t!sinvt50, (14)

2~et2e2t!V5~21et1e2t!a, (15)

@22cos 2a~et1e2t!#V5cos 2a~et2e2t!a22P sin 2a.
(16)

We will presently consider the case where the swing leg is un
tuated, so thatv51.

BecauseP does not appear in~14!, the step time has theoreti
cally no dependence on the amount of toe-off actuation. Equa
~15! also implies thata andV will be linearly related for a given
step periodt. Assuming small angles, step length~normalized by
leg length!

s'2a (17)

and speed~normalized byAgl!

v'2V (18)
FEBRUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 115
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Fig. 2 Simplest walking model gaits produced by toe-off impulses or by hip torques
applied to the stance leg from the torso, with the swing leg left unactuated. „a… Step
period t „left-hand axis … changes little with input energy for both types of actuation, and
especially for toe-off powering. Mechanical work required per step increases with ap-
proximately the fourth power of speed v „right-hand axis …, with hip actuation about four
times more expensive than toe-off. „b… Periodic gaits, in terms of a and V, vary uniformly
with energy input. „c… The result is that, in the absence of a hip spring to tune the swing
leg, the step length s increases nearly linearly with speed v . „d… Eigenvalues of step-to-
step transition describe passive stability of gait. For each method of actuation, there are
two eigenvalues, of which one is always stable „unmarked curves …. Passive stability is
lost as energy levels „and speed … increase, although the addition of a hip spring easily
brings the eigenvalues to magnitude less than 1.
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will also be linearly related. An alternative to solving~16! is to
use the approximations~17! and ~18!, together with the energy
calculations, to predict that the work/step done by the toe-off
pulse should increase with the fourth power ofa or V.

Simulations confirm these approximations. We used meth
similar to that of McGeer@3# to find limit cycles with the nonlin-
ear equations of motion~2! and ~3!, using both toe-off and hip
actuation. In both cases, the step periodt is practically invariant
with respect to energy input, as predicted by~14!. The approxi-
mation for toe-off powering turns out to be especially accura
with t varying about 1 percent over the selected range forP ~see
Fig. 2~a!!. The mechanical energy per step is well predicted
v2a2, with a factor of 4 advantage for toe-off versus hip poweri
~Figs. 2~a–b!!, and the step length increases approximately
early with speed~Fig. 2~c!!. An interesting discovery is that th
simplest walking model is passively unstable for all but the low
speeds~Fig. 2~d!!, although we will later see that the addition of
swing leg hip spring restores passive stability. Because of
clear advantages of using toe-off power alone, we will sub
quently restrict ourselves to that case. The results that follow
also applicable to hip power, if the factor of 4 increase in the c
of actuating the center of mass is taken into account.

4 Tuning the Swing Leg
Having established that toe-off actuation from the leg is a m

chanically advantageous means of providing propulsion, the a
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tion of a spring to actuate the swing leg requires some justifi
tion. It is true that there is no sense in adding propulsive energ
the system via the swing leg—indeed, in the simplest walk
model the swing leg has negligible mechanical energy relative
the point mass pelvis. Rather, the potential benefit of swing
actuation is to tune the step frequency and step length, an
spring makes this possible with no net change in the energy
step. In the human, the advantage of adjusting step frequenc
length would presumably be offset by the metabolic cost of a
vating the muscles to behave in a spring-like manner.

A series of simplifications lends considerable insight to the c
sequences of swing leg actuation. The spring constant will de
mine the swing leg’s natural frequencyv, and from~14!, the step
periodt. However, rather than solving~14!, it is easier to rely on
the intuition that the swing leg should always follow a stereoty
cal pendulum-like trajectory, and that its periodt should be a
fairly constant proportion of 1/v,

v;
1

t
. (19)

Another complication can be avoided by considering the en
getics of toe-off actuation withP5vcm

2 tana. When~18! and~19!
are used with the assumptions of small anglea, v;vcm

2 , and
V'2a/t, it follows that
Transactions of the ASME



Journal of Biomecha
Fig. 3 Scaling relationships for gaits produced by powered passive walking mod-
els. The Simplest Model „a… approximately obeys predicted relationships „i.e., the
lines shown are nearly straight … between swing leg natural frequency v, toe-off im-
pulse magnitude P, and gait variables such as boundary conditions a and V and
step period t. The lines show relationships for the entire range of step length and
speed combinations simulated „see Fig. 4 …. Gaits produced „b… have two-fold
symmetry—the model looks the same walking backward or forward in space and
time. Stance and swing angles are reported relative to vertical. When applied to the
Anthropomorphic Model with more realistic mass parameters, the scaling relation-
ships „c… are followed less well at low v, and the gaits „d… are slightly less symmetri-
cal.
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(20)

and

v;
P

a2 . (21)

These approximations, which we will term theIdealized Simple
Model ~ISM! of powered passive walking, are adequate for qu
tative analysis and provide considerable insight. We tested
accuracy of~19!–~21! by performing simulations with the ful
nonlinear equations for the model of Eqs.~1!–~9!—termed the
Simplest Model~SM!—and another model similar to McGeer
@3# with roughly anthropomorphic inertial parameters—termed
Anthropomorphic Model~AM, described in Appendix C!. Over a
wide range of values forv and P, both SM and AM obey the
scaling predictions of~19!–~21! to a surprising degree~see Fig.
3!, albeit with some deviation at small values ofv.

We also calculated the mechanical energy costs required
toe-off actuation for the same range ofv and P, using both SM
and AM and assuming that the hip spring for the swing leg
conservative~see Fig. 4!. With no other energy sinks or source
toe-off energy is equal to the negative work done at heel str
The results show that for both models, a wide range of s
lengths and speeds can be achieved by appropriate choicev
nical Engineering
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and P. Exceptions occurred at very low step frequencies or s
lengths, where it was difficult or impossible to find limit cycles

The effect of increasing spring stiffness is to improve walki
energetics. As demonstrated by~19!–~21!, for a given impulseP,
step frequency is proportional tov and speed is proportional to
Av. By decreasing the step length, the spring decreases the c
sion loss and facilitates a faster speed for the same amoun
impulse. Results were similar for both SM and AM, except f
two differences. At very high spring stiffnesses the AM tends
increase speed without further decreasing step length. Only
SM was unstable at low step lengths; both models were unst
for low spring stiffnesses.

5 Discussion
There are several implications that can be drawn from the p

ered walking model. First is the advantage of performing a toe
push along the stance leg immediately before heel strike. This
factor of 4 times less costly than alternative means of driving
stance leg either at other times in the gait cycle or via torque at
hip ~see Fig. 2!. This may place at a disadvantage individuals su
as amputees who are limited in their ability to push off with t
stance leg. Second, there is an advantage to applying hip tor
on the swing leg, not to add propulsive energy but instead
produce forced oscillations in a spring-like manner. This sprin
FEBRUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 117
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Fig. 4 Mechanical work performed by toe-off, Wtoe , as a function of speed v
and step length, s , using „a… the Simplest Model and „b… the Anthropomorphic
Model. Contour lines of constant „dimensionless … mechanical work per dis-
tance „solid lines, with energy levels as labeled … increase with both speed and
step length. Gaits achieved with no hip spring acting on the swing leg „vÄ1,
denoted by filled circles … show that increasing toe-off impulses tend to in-
crease speed and step length in linear proportion. The effect of increasing the
natural frequency v of the swing leg is to increase speed at slightly shorter
step lengths. Walking becomes less costly because the hip spring decreases
collision losses. Step frequency „1Õt, denoted by dotted lines … is proportional
to v. The Simplest Model has regions that are passively unstable „shaded ar-
eas…. The Anthropomorphic Model „b…, using more realistic mass properties,
produces results that are very similar, except that it is more difficult to achieve
very short steps, and the unstable regions are less prominent. Another feature
of AM is that the curved feet lower the collision losses for all gaits.
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like actuation lowers the energetic cost by increasing step
quency and by shortening step length~see Fig. 4!, which reduces
mechanical energy losses incurred at heel strike.

Although not exactly representative of human walking, the i
pulsive nature of our models of toe-off and heel strike is a
instructive for pointing out a potential flaw in conventional me
sures of external work. Most studies calculate external work
the center of mass based on the combined forces acting on the
~e.g.,@10–13#!. The energetic advantages of a toe-off impulse
likely to be realized in the human only if toe-off occurs slight
ahead of, and potentially overlapping with, heel strike. Therefo
it is quite possible that one foot performs positive external w
UARY 2002
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and the other negative work during double support@14#. Because
negative work is not likely to be regenerated, conventional m
sures are likely to underestimate the positive work performed

These insights arise from the extreme simplicity of the Ide
ized Simple Model~ISM!, which relies on intuition and severa
linearizing assumptions. The resulting power laws~19!–~20! are
useful for deriving general principles of powered walking. Fort
nately, these principles are also applicable to the fully nonlin
equations of motion as demonstrated by the Simplest Model,
to the more realistic inertial properties of the Anthropomorph
Model ~AM; see Fig. 3!.

Although these principles are powerful, it is important that th
Transactions of the ASME
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be tested against more realistic models. Just as the Sim
Model and Anthropomorphic Models verified some aspects of
simplifying assumptions, more complex models are needed to
their applicability and to make more quantitative predictions
actual human walking.

There are several ways that the present models could be m
more realistic. McGeer@3# demonstrated that the addition of kne
is quite straightforward, retaining passive stability but losing so
additional energy due to locking of the knee near the end of
swing phase. This loss was found to be relatively minor but m
become quite significant at higher step frequencies. In addit
the inclusion of a plantarflexing ankle, forward-facing feet, a
even realistic muscles could all potentially contribute to improv
energetic predictions. A more realistic model of the ankle wo
be useful for exploring the cost of work for the stance leg, a
would also help to produce a double-support phase of longer
ration. The addition of a massive torso was studied by McG
@6#, and should have little effect on passive dynamic proper
other than possibly lowering the mechanical cost per distance
to the advantage of locating the center of mass as high as pos
A further improvement would be to include lateral motion, whi
imposes additional costs that appear to be fixed with respect to
present models@15#. Of course, these additional features come
some cost in complexity compared to the irreducibly sim
model @2#. Simplicity is helpful for exposing fundamental prin
ciples, while complexity aids more detailed quantitative study.

Another limitation is that the present models are confined
issues of mechanics and do not address other biological iss
For example, the mechanical benefit of pushing off from
stance leg rather than applying a hip torque may be offset
biological limits on the use of human ankle plantarflexors due
susceptibility to fatigue, constraints on maximum power, and
relationship between mechanical and metabolic costs. Sim
models are nevertheless useful for determining whether such
logical constraints are active. Mechanics and biology must u
mately be combined to elucidate the mechanisms of gait.
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Nomenclature

Dimensional Variables

M 5 point mass representing pelvis/torso
m 5 point mass representing foot mass
g 5 gravitational constant
l 5 leg length

Dimensionless Variables

a 5 initial condition u~0!
f 5 angle of swing leg with respect to stance le
u 5 angle of stance leg with respect to vertical
t 5 step period
v 5 natural frequency of swing leg
V 5 initial condition u̇ (0)
k 5 torsional spring constant for swing leg

spring
P 5 toe-off impulse
s 5 step length
t 5 dimensionless time

v 5 forward walking speed
vcm

2 , vcm
0 , vcm

1 , 5 translational speed of center of mass befor
toe-off, after toe-off but before heel strike,
and after heel strike, respectively
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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wtoe 5 mechanical work per step performed by toe
off actuation of the stance leg

whip 5 mechanical work per step performed by a
hip torque on the stance leg

Wtoe 5 mechanical work per distance performed by
toe-off actuation of the stance leg

Whip 5 mechanical work per distance performed by
a hip torque on the stance leg

Appendix A

Equivalence Between the Hip Spring and Burst-Like Hip
Torques. There is a direct correspondence between our mo
of swing leg motion with a hip spring, and a model with burst-lik
torques applied on the swing leg. Impulsive torques may b
more physically appealing model of the hip muscle bursts see
human walking, but the correspondence between impulses a
spring means that results from the mathematically conven
spring model can be readily applied to the impulsive model. T
correspondence will be demonstrated for a simple pendulum,
then for the entire gait cycle of the simplest walking model
cluding heel strike and transition between steps.

For simplicity we will first consider action of the swing le
alone, without the forcing term added by the stance leg. The sw
leg equation of motion is simply that of a pendulum,

f̈1f5Thip . (A1)

We wish to actuate the swing leg in such a way as to increase
frequency but without adding any net energy over a step cy
This can be accomplished by applying a sinusoidal hip torq
produced by linear feedback

full-duty hip torque: Thip52kf, (A2)

providing a natural frequency ofv5Ak11. The term ‘‘full-duty’’
refers to the fact that~A2! applies to the entire swing period.

An alternative means of tuning the frequency is to apply
torque only at the extremes of motion, thereby modeling the bu
like nature of hip muscle activity. Defining a constanta0 to refer
to the angle beyond which the torque is active, the correspond
torque law is burst-like hip torque:

Thip5H 0 if ufu,a0

2sgn~f!k̃~ ufu2a0! if ufu>a0
. (A3)

In order to produce the same amplitudea and periodt52p/v, it
is necessary to use a higher gaink̃, which would be equivalent to
a stiffer spring. The fraction of the period for which the torque
active is given by

duty factor5
4

ṽt
cos21

a0

aṽ21a0~ṽ221!
, (A4)

whereṽ5Ak̃11. Another equation arises from the need for co
patibility at f5a0 , which requires

duty factor512
4

t
sin21

a0

Ak̃~a2a0!21a2
. (A5)

The parametersa0 andk̃ may therefore be found so as to produ
a gait equivalent~in step length and speed! to that of produced
with a full-duty hip torque.

The power law equivalence between a full-duty hip torque a
a burst-like torque also applies to the simplest walking model~3!,
where the forcing term due to the stance leg is included, al
with the discontinuities arising from the jump conditions~7!. As
an example, we demonstrate the equivalence between the sim
model spring and a purely impulsive hip torque, in which the du
factor approaches zero.
FEBRUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 119
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Suppose that an impulsive torque~made dimensionless b
mlAgl!, H, is applied directly after heel strike~denoted by super-
script ‘‘1’’ ! and that the symmetrical impulse2H is applied di-
rectly before the next toe-off~denoted by superscript ‘‘2’’ !. The
swing leg velocity is

ḟ11~0!5ḟ1~0!1H (A6)

and

ḟ2~t!5ḟ22~t!2H, (A7)

where double superscripts ‘‘11’’ and ‘‘ 22’’ refer to the mo-
ments directly after and before application of torque. Equivale
with a non-zero hip spring is easily achieved, because the sw
leg motion has no effect on the stance leg. It is only necessar
achieve the identicalf~t! using either model. For the Simples
Model, ~A6!, ~A7!, and~14!–~16! imply that

H5
23a~11cost!

sint
1

1

2
V. (A8)

The impulseH can therefore be set to match the periodt of an
equivalent hip spring model. A particularly simple approximati
to ~A8! can be found by making the intuitive argument that t
spring exerts a force proportional toka over a duration propor-
tional to t:

H;kat (A9)

To test this approximation, we performed a regression betweeH
and kat using the numerical results from the entire set of s
lengths and speeds explored with the fully nonlinear simp
model ~SM, see Fig. 4~a!!, and found anR2 of about 0.999.

Appendix B

Details of the Simplest Walking Model With Actuation
The algebraic relationship between the parameters for a succe
periodic simplest walking gait, Eqs.~14!–~16!, are found from the
following intermediate result. The solution to the linearized eq
tions of motion~3!–~4! is

u~ t !5
1
2 ~u~0!1 u̇~0!!et1

1
2 ~u~0!2 u̇~0!!e2t (B1)

f~ t !5
1

v211
u~ t !1

2v211

v211
u~0!cosvt

2
1

v~v211!
u̇~0!sinvt. (B2)

Substituting~8! into ~B1! yields Eq.~15!. Substituting~9! into the
second row of~7!, and then combining with~B1! yields Eq.~16!.
Combining~B2! and ~B1!, along with~15!, yields Eq.~14!.

Appendix C

The Anthropomorphic Walking Model. To test a more real-
istic model operating with inertial properties more similar to th
of the human, we applied impulsive toe-off and a hip spring t
model similar to McGeer’s@3#. Lengths and masses will be give
in base units of leg lengthl and overall massM, respectively. The
model has curved feet with radius 0.3, and legs with center
mass locatedl c50.645 from the feet. Each leg has massm
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50.16 and radius of gyrationr gyr5A1/12, leaving the pelvis/torso
with mass 0.68. Parameter variations were studied extensivel
McGeer@3#.

The anthropomorphic model’s spring constantk was defined so
that the swing leg’s natural frequency is of a similar form to th
of the simplest model (SM). Rather than using base units ofmgl,
k is made dimensionless by the apparent inertia of the swing
about the hip, so that the spring constant in physical units is

K5k
mgrgyr

2 1mg~ l 2 l c!
2

l
. (C1)

The natural frequency of the swing leg is therefore defined by

v[Ak1
~ l 2 l c!l

r gyr
2 1~ l 2 l c!

2. (C2)

Note that this choice of non-dimensionalizing factors is only r
evant to the absolute numerical values given below, and has
bearing on the overall results.

In order to produce a wide range of reasonable walking so
tions, we applied toe-off impulsesP with magnitude ranging from
0 to 0.22~base units ofMAgl!, and spring stiffnessesk ranging
from 0 to 400. These ranges were chosen to produce speeds
least 0.7 and step lengths ranging up to at least 1. The re
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 were found by using combinations wit
the preceding ranges, applied in a mesh of at least 20 step
both P andk.
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